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® ABOVE —FRANK BUCK has
lugged tons of rhinos, tigers, and
gorillas across the Pacific. He has to
keep his nerves healthy to follow
his strange occupation of capturing
wild animals alive!
• WHETHER YOU’RE ON A
HOLIDAY, or hard at work, you’ll
find that Camels are better for steady
smoking.

Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any other
popular brand. You’ll
appreciate the mildness
... the flavor... the added
pleasure in costlier
^
tobaccos.
V

• FRANK BUCK HAS SMOKED
his way around the globe with
Camels. He says, “I am a steady
Camel smoker. Camels are milder,
and they don’t upset my nerves.”

“Bringing- ’em back alive is a job
packed with thrills, excitement, and
real danger,” says Frank Buck. “I
am a heavy smoker, as you noticed
if you saw my picture, ‘Bring ’em
Back Alive,’ but I can smoke all I
want because I smoke Camels. They
do not upset my nerves. I prefer
their mild, rich flavor, too.”

MATCHLESS
BLEND

Turn to Camels and find out for your¬
self how true it is that Camel’s cost¬
lier tobaccos taste better...and do
not jangle the nerves. Begin today!

Copyright, 1933,
It. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
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Why rope ernxwhen
you can dope ’em?
I
PROSPERITY IS NIRA
Your business life is full of static,
Your course is checkered and erratic,
Your solvency is problematic,
Sans the Eagle emblematic.
Tri-bolted thunder in its clutch,
A threat of power ultra-much,
To strike at those who get in Dutch
Through breaking laws of pay and such.
Hew to the line! Do not chisel!
Rather let your business fizzle
Than resort to low strategems
Just to gain mere paltry sums.
For the Eagle’s eye is on you,
Burning, boring, in your soul.
Hist! Be wary! Toe that chalkline!
Or the Eagle (Blue) will get you
If you don’t
Watch
Out!
You must pay a living wage.
Be sure your hired man is of age.
All whom you dropped, why, re-ingage,
For justice now is all the rage.
The raw deal now is ostracized,
The payroll now is oversized,
The working time is undersized:
Utopia has been realized.
Do not waver! in your toil
Understand that only loyal
Men escape the rending beak
Which such merry Ned may wreak.
For the Eagle’s eye is on you,
Burning, boring, in your soul.
Hist! Be wary! Toe that chalkline!
Or the Eagle (Blue) will get you
If you don’t
Watch
Out!
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N

that cow was
cowed! Brother, there isn’t a
steer in Texas that could stand up un¬
der the fumes of that smudgy smoke!
But that’s the only good argument
we ever heard for strong, heavy to¬
bacco in a soggy pipe. Every man in
the cow punching game—and out of
it—should smoke good, mild tobacco
in a well-kept pipe. Take Sir Walter
Raleigh’s Burley mixture, for example.
There’s a smoke that’s as mild as a
prairie evening, hut there’s flavor in
it. . . rich .. . full-bodied. .. satisfying
... and kept fresh in gold foil. On your
next trip to your tobacco store make
this resolution... “Smoke the tobacco
that has become a national favorite.”
O WONDER

Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation
Louisville, Kentucky, Dept. W 310

Send for this

FREE
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—Columbia Jester

"Pinch me, Mrs. Throckmorton

I'm sure this is all a dream."
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A Fair Price
Tramp:

“Would you take a fellow’s last cent for a pack

of ciragettes?”
Merchant:

“Yes, sir!

1

have none to give away.”

The tramp gently picked up the cigarettes and left his
last penny on the counter.

—Buy Tech.
- D D DLiterature
“Go

and

Up-to-date:
sin

some

more,”

said

the

editor

of the

con¬

fessions magazine to the young author from whom he had
just bought a story.

—Red Cat.
-D D DOld Lady:
Child:

“Are you a little boy or a little girl?”

“Sure.

What the hell else could

I

BUT WHAT ABOUT

be?”

Tiger.

—

-D D D It’s sad to think that we shall
c-f cigarettes were

responsible

George Washington and

never know what kinds

for the

manly

virtues

of

Andrew Jackson.

—Red Cat.
-d d

n-

He’ll Swear By It
Lady in

pet shop:

“Has this parrot ever been around

people that swear?”
Clerk:

“Hell

no, lady,

Hell

no.”

The Seven Aces of a Stag
(A story with a moral)
1.

“It’s a pleasure to meet you.”

2.

“You dance divinely.”

3.

“My, it’s warm

4.

“Shall we sit this one out?”

in

here.”

5.

“Isn’t the rhoon marvelous?”

6.

“Ohhh—I

7.

“NO!”

don’t act like this with

every

man.”

Ski- U-Mah.

jui FLA Vo#

—

- D D D She:

“I just saw Myrtle walking down the street with

her hew evening gown under her arm.”
He:

“My

God,

don’t tell

me the

styles

1HE MOST used (and abused!) word
. in tobacco advertising today is—mild¬
ness. “Mild!” “Milder!!” “Mildest!!!” everybody is shout¬
ing. We agree—mildness is important in a pipe tobacco. But
have we lost trace of an even more precious virtue—flavor?
Mildness alone is not enough in a pipe tobacco. There
must be mildness plus flavor and body.
Edgeworth is a blend of only the tenderest leaves of the
burley plant. No other parts of the burley plant will do.
Here is why. First, we have found that these leaves have
the choicest flavor. Second, our half century of experience
has taught us that this is “the mildest pipe tobacco that
grows.” Thus Edgeworth burns slow and cool in the bowl,
tastes “smooth” on the tongue.
FREE booklet on the care
and enjoyment of your pipe.
To get the real satisfaction of
pipe smoking, to enjoy the full
flavor of good tobacco, you must
treat your pipe right. Send for
a free copy of “The Truth about
Pipes.”Address, Larus& Bro. Co.,
Richmond, Va.

have come to

that! ”

—Penn State Froth.
- D D D A sorority cottage.
to answer

it.

In

the

The phone rings.
mad

scramble

receiver off the hook and answers

Twenty girls flock

one
it.

finally

gets the

Edgeworth is sold everywhere in all sizes
from 15i -pocket package to pound humidor
tins. Also several sizes in vacuum packed
tins.

“Hello,” she coos.

“Hello, is Boo there?”
“Boo who?”
“There

now,

don’t

cry,

little

girl.

Central

must

have

given me the wrong number.”

—Red Cat.
-D D D —“On

her eighteenth

birthday,

I

gave

MADE FROM THE
my

daughter

her

first front door key.”
“That was the proper modern spirit, old man.”
“Not necessarily—I just got tired having her knock off
the

milk

bottles

crawling

through

the

EDGEWORTH

pantry

window.”

MtJeit^

THAT GROWS

—Pitt Panther.
You know you saw it in DIRGE, you olrl reprobate, you—so why not say it straight out?
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PASHTON
We meet Miss College Ann, who wears the
right things at the right time and who is just full
of cute ideas about fashion.

College Ann was the

talk of the town during Rush Week and has con¬
sented to let the rest of us in on her secrets of
selection.
For morning and
chose

two

general

‘weather-worthy’

variety of tops.

campus
wool

wear,

skirts,

Ann

plus

a

One was a shepherd’s check and

she wore the belt on a matching dark suede jacket.
The other outfit was composed of a plain, dark,
hairy, tweed (with a patch pocket) and Ann let
her color sense run riot with bright cardigans and
pull-overs. As for the northeast corner of her head,
it was either an Italian beret or one in matching
suede.

In addition to these captivating costumes,

she selected an ultra-smart wool dress. It was made
of a rough rustic homespun and accentuated Ann s
loveliness by a broad spread at the shoulders-be¬
lieve me when I say that it was very much 1933-34!
Here is one of her cutest and most fascinating ideas
—a detachable scarf .... Ann’s best friend didn’t
recognize the same dress at the Pi Phi party when
she wore a straw-colored scarf and had previously
worn it to the Kappa breakfast with a Tipperary
green.

Copenhagen blue for the coat was the color scheme,

The afternoon parties called for something ter¬
ribly smart but still in good taste so Ann selected a

and maybe you don’t think that didn’t impress the
Tri Delts in this tantalizing outfit.

pushed-up-

On Preference Nite Ann was anxious to show

and-caught' sleeve, with a heavy, white satin sash

her most revealing qualities to the sorority that she

tying through the coat which was made of black

had selected, so she wore pure, white satin; cut

dress of smooth black satin with the

A perky black satin

along an accentuated silouhette with wide crossed

hat was caught at the top with a bit of dotted satin

bands for shoulders, that draped to the waistline in

and black satin shoes and bag completed her cos¬

the back and fell in wide panels to a short train.

satin, polka-dotted in white.

tume.

The Theta’s were simply panicked by Ann’s

oxford gray crepe.
covered in it’s

Ann has many more cute things that she is sav¬

It’s piquant daintiness was dis¬

ing for the pledge dances and football games—

’fin” sleeves of a lighter shade of

watch her and learn here to dress smartly and

eel gray and small buttons that extended from the
wrist to the elbow.

inexpensively.

The high neck with its straight

band collar brought back memories of when Mother
was a girl.

- d d D .

The dress was set off with black suede

Ma:

opera pumps and a petite chapeaux of Solaire velour

“Dad, I’m kinda worried about our daughter.”

Dad:

of the same shade.

“How come?”

Mother:
I

Ann s evening clothes were chosen very carefully

“Well, when

gave her a

pair of

she started

—George Washington Ghost.

She chose one

little model without the least bit of hesitation.
coat—lines that are highly important this fall.

- D D D -

It

was a smooth, sleek, tailored dress with a swagger
It

was made of that fabric that has made an over¬

Mrs. George Earl, who gave birth to a 9-year-old daughter
is reported to be getting along fine.
who

suffered

a

broken

Pale blue for the dress and
Yeh, that’s the

idea!

leg

in

the

A. J. Dill, of Farley,
same

accident,

is

re¬

covering.

night success here—silk bengaline. It’s shiny, ribbed
surface looks very new.

rides

to show any wear.”

as she must plan for something so stunning that four
or five wearings would not be fatal.

going on auto

roller skates, and they don’t seem

Waycross, Cla.,
From the shock?
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But enough of this heavy drama.

Dear Harold:
Over the summer so many people are indiscreet
that it’s a pleasure to write the first issue.

For in¬

floating

around

Dewy-Eye.

about

Jim

There is a story

Miller,

the

Webster

Jim denies the whole thing, and there’s

stance, I hear that not only do you have your pin

no doubt that she's right, but I’m sending it to you

out on Ruth Browning, but that you pester your

as an example of the things that are liable to hap¬

friends by telling them all about her and embarass

pen.

yourself by being caught with “R. B.

Presenting—

scribbled all

The Story of Jim Miller,

over your Parkmoor order pads.
It’s a gay life, isn’t it?

You know that Harry

Bleich was galavanting around considerably
summer, don’t you?

or
this

Well, listen to

Three—Count ’em—Three
little jim . . . .
she smiles
and smiles

The Saga of Harry of Hero, Gladhand Harry
Hero Harry
Went out West-

and works
her wiles
(Continued on page S)

Hero Harry
In a yaller-checked vest.
Hero Harry
Went to bed,
Slept like a soldier
Two weeks dead.
Dawn-and Harry
Greets the morn
With snores like an old man
Eating corn.
From the nearby ocean
Comes a cry:
’’Help, I’m drowning!
“Help, I’ll die!”
Up jumps Harry,
Streaks across the strand;
Pyjama coat shed,
He’s burning up the sand!
Hero Harry
Cleaves the waves;
Two stout matrons
Harry saves!!
Hero Harry
Waits for acclaim;
H ero Harry,
Sure of lasting fame!

Up comes an old-timer:
“Go on back to sleep;
"The water where them ladies was
“Is only four feet deep!’’

“I’ve tried everything, Professor Twiggle, and
they just don’t seem to be interested in each other.”

8
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thinks of ed
but then

like conrad

she’s always doing that,
but no one

like reynolds thought ....
like lamb thinks

knows
even now . .

•

how much

•)

that he’s the one

little jim

the only son
second to none ....

thinks of ed . . . .
no one

little jim ....

but hinchell

little pomegranate,

and ed . . . .

first came smith

not even weldon

and his

nice pin, weldon . . . .

sig chi pin.

little jim ....
he’s in
So it all goes to show, Harold; be careful.

he’s out ....

now a question:

but not without

And

who is the 200-lb. footballer and

wrestler who is reputed to have a wife and at least

the pin.
little jim ....

one child out in the Missouri sticks?
Well, down to business.

sweet smile ....

So many Phi Delts have

here comes conrad.

their pins out these days; it must be an epidemic.

healthy lad,

There s Art Bickel and Dot Rhodius; there’s Billy
Morgan and Mary Noland; there’s Dwight Dickin¬

nice pin.

son (Chi Phi) and Louise LaRue (serious business,

he’s in.

that) ;

then

there s Warren Davis and Madeline Pape

(not so serious).

something wrong.
so long . . .

And John Skinner and Dot Ditt-

(Continued on Page 17)

little jim ... .
ahhh ....
all the time
there was reynolds.
nice delos . . .
build him up:
blissful delos
wistful jim ....
little jim ....
little clinging vine,
hello weldon!
hello lamb!
come in
nice pin ....
thanks ....
i’m in thinks lamb
i’m big-shot
no
you’re not
little jim ... .
sweet smile ....
but no one
not lamb
nor reynolds
not conrad
nor smith
thinks of ed
you know—
ed carson.
georgia

“I don’t like to say anything, Professor Schmaltz,
but are you sure that this is where the lecture is
to be?”
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The Plight of the Ridiculous
by Ed. Mead
I.
In Dirge’s dank and dismal tomb
We labored at our task
To conjure up a mass of mirth
Of humor unsurpassed.
When no detail was overlooked
To throw men into fits
We took it to the printing shop
And called our labor quits.
III.

II.
To

say he burst his garments off
Would be conservative.
To say he rolled about the floor
Is not superlative.
He was at once consumed by mirth
And now the room contained
Just mirth, no man, for he had flown
And mirth alone remained.

The printer is a sort of man
Susceptible to wit,
Yet not the sort you’d look to see
Be carried off by it.
But when the copy touched his hand
(Before he’d read a word)
He gave himself to laughter of
Intensity absurd.
IV.

With gloomy mien and mournful tread, our footfalls soft and slow,
We ventured on until we saw, of linotypes a row.
The man in charge just gave one glance (at twenty paces, mind)
And fell at once in spasms of a most disgraceful kind.

V.

VI.

And since by now full ninety men
Were howling on the floor,
We set our papers down to think
(For we could do no more).
The copy had no sooner dropped
Into the metal trays
Than linotypes set GIGGLE up
In fifty different ways.

This fool contagion spreading out,
The presses felt it too
And quaked in wild hilarity
That shook them through and through
The cuts split wide with laughter loud—
The reeling type was shed—
Indeed, the mirth was such it turned
The ink from black to red.

VII.
In spite of all this silly stuff
We did no more than frown
And stepped aside in time to see
The building shaking down.
We all dislike such show of mirth
As much as any man.
So since we’ve never cared to write
As funny as we can.

9
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No More Fun
The

days

of

slipping

softly up a flight of stairs,
knocking on a heavy door,
and

asking

gent

for

a

red-faced

Gus

are

dis¬

appearing quickly. The thrill
of

sneaking

out

with

a

rounded bulge in the coat
pocket will soon have van¬
ished.

Bluntly,

the charms

of the speakeasy decade are
fading.
when

What
our

will

we

favorite

ment is repealed?

do

amend¬
Exciting

illegality changes to prosaic
routine.

Who wants to walk

openly in a shop and obtain
liquid

nourishment?

Who

wants Tommy Collins, horse
necks, grenadines, and blue
blazers over a counter with
no one caring or watching?
Dean Stephens,

we hereby

climb up on the waterwagon
and park it.
But

a

cheerful

comes to us.

thought

As soon as the

country as a whole repeals
the

eighteenth

amendment,

the university will probably
add all sorts of stricter rules.
So we retain hope.

There

will still be fun.

Pledge Activities
The idea of having every
Greek-letter

pledge

going

out for three activities dur-

Before

ASTOUNDING

(Continued on page 20)

EFFECTS

OF

A

COLLEGE

After

EDUCATION
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Bicycles Again!

The Jolt’s on You!

Our youthful eyes have never seen the likes
Of brown-limbed girls who barge around on bikes.
Our youthful eyes have seen—and-like—
The brown-limbed girls who ride the bike.
But if her pedal pins are white as snow
We turn away and mutter weakly: “No.”
—Gertrude Of Wyoming, Thomas Campbell
With this poetic apostrophe de we acknowledge

At any rate, the original progenitor of the 1933

the return of the bicycle into popular favor, and at

bicycle was conceived by Denis Johnson in France

the same time point out one of the abuses which

in 1818, and was known as the "pedestrian cur¬

is practiced on this newly-acclaimed mode of trans¬

ricle.”

portation.

cessively heavy and clumsy, and it required great

For this four-month old fad, which ap¬

Its crude wooden construction made it ex¬

peared on the eastern horizon just as the jig-saw

physical effort to ride it.

puzzle (with three pieces missing) was disappearing

pearance (there is one on exhibit in the Smithsonian

And from its fearful ap¬

over the western, has been twisted and tortured

Institute, donated by Buster Keaton) we judge it

on the rack of public misuse so unrestrainedly that

required great mental courage also.

many old-timers,

before

This novel eyesore was introduced into the United

popular caprice veered around to it, may be seen

devotees of the

"bike”

States the next year and there was a craze for it,

stalking around darkly,

but the novelty soon wore off and our sturdy fore¬

muttering dusty diatribes

under their breath, and glaring at the rank amateurs

fathers cannily took up Indian-fighting and forest¬

who are cluttering up the streets on rented vehicles.

clearing as less strenuous and dangerous.

We, who have been riding the motorless motor¬

In 1829 Louis Grompertz of England put a gear

cycle as an economic measure ever since 1930, and

rack on the front wheel, the machine then being

have suffered endless jibes and remorseless ragging

driven by an arm motion, but this was an improve¬

for our non-conformity, are rather tempted to class

ment that scarcely merited him knighting or induc¬

ourselves with the old guard of cyclists, but since

tion into the Order of the Bath.

we never went so far as to purchase either a turtle¬

rightfully claimed him.

neck sweater or a blazer, we desist for fear of being
rudely

rejected

by

the

Membership

Committee.

A thirty-four year hiatus.

Virtual oblivion

Then a French lock¬

smith, one Ernst Michaux, saw crystalline clear and

However, we do have, and are very proud of it,

applied foot cranks and pedals to the front wheel.

a permanent scar on our left knee which we received

This was in 1835.

riding free-hand down a cinder road.

filtered over into America and in 1 866 Pierre Lalle-

However, enough of this personal piffle-let us
get at the matter at hand, which is an authentic
and instructive history of that dread instrument of
travel, the bicycle.

Let us begin in the wonted

ment built a velocipede in this country and
ceeded in riding it.”

suc¬

This, evidently, was news.

The virus of inventive genius kept up its good
work,

and two years later the Hanlon

Brothers

patented a similar but much improved machine.

fashion:
“One clear, bright day in the late spring of 1818
a crowd of idle onlookers were clustered around
the entrance to a broken-down shed in the out¬
skirts of a small village in France.

An intermittent

stream of ridicule and raillery come from the coarse
lips of the town wise-acres, and assailed the ears of
an earnest youth whose lips were set in a thin line
of determination as he worked calmly and expertly
at a strange contraption composed of wood and
thongs.

The inventive fever gradually

A faint pallor on his face was all that be¬

tokened his understanding of what his callous neigh¬
bors were saying.

Deep in his heart he knew they

would soon, as the saying goes, be laughing on the
other side of their face.

That steam-minded lad

was Denis Johnson, the inventor of the bicycle.”

It

had improved seat suspension, adjustable pedals,
and a shoe brake which operated
mood) by a string.

(when in the

The second big bicycle craze

swept the country, and orders came in so fast that
the manufacturers couldn’t keep up with them A
The best bike at that time cost about $60.

But at

that time (pardon the truism) $60 was $60.
The climax of this period of bicycle madness
came some time before 187 7, with the advent of
a model which became widely and justly known
under the popular sobriquet of "Boneshaker.” Need
more be said?
Almost immediately a reaction set in, the craze
* This was in the good old days.
(Continued on page IS)
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To Washington University Students

JIMMY CONZELMAN
It is hard to cheer a consistent loser. No one can expect football sup¬
port from a student body whose only opportunity to enthuse comes from
occasional victories over Three Echoes Teacher’s College and the fighting
(although, cf course, very small) eleven from Bang’s Junior College. Stu¬
dents are not different from anyone else. They want quality in the opposi¬
tion and they want to win a reasonable share of the games.
The Athletic Council has arranged the most attractive schedule in the
history of St. Louis football. With such teams as Illinois, Chicago, Missouri,
Drake and St. Louis University playing at Francis Field, students are as¬
sured of witnessing real football contests.
Two-thirds of the faculty have bought season tickets. The alumni,
shouldering the difficult work of selling season tickets, have disposed of
two thousand, a remarkable record inasmuch as the largest number of season
tickets previously sold in any season was fifty-six.
Last year s varsity men will be augmented by good freshmen players.
There is a splendid spirit and morale among members of the team. They
are determined to win—and a team with that mental attitude will be hard
to beat.
You have a definite part to play in a winning football season.
port the team by attendance and CHEER!
Sincerely
JAMES CONZELMAN.

Sup¬
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Advice to Freshmen

By virtue of having successfully passed
three years of subjects at Washington, we
feel importantly qualified to give advice
to the newest members of the university.
Firstly: Forget your high-school so¬
phistication and blaseness. In the last
two years the student body has changed
a great deal. A good football team with
the entire campus behind it allows stu¬
dents once more to cheer for a team, to
become excited at a game. The days of
pseudo boredom are over. The cynical
smile, the uplifted eyebrows are things of
the past.
Secondly:

Forget all the Hollywood

versions of college-life.
We’ve been
snooping for years and have yet to see
a gorgeous co-ed clad only in lingerie.
The nearest approach to it are those awful
bloomers the girls in the gym classes wear.
Professors often resemble human beings
and classrooms are usually studied in,
notwithstanding “Learn To Croon.”
Thirdly: Divide your school life into
sensible proportions. One half, studies;
one-fourth, activities and one-fourth, so¬
cial doings, making a fair combination.
Fourthly: You’ve got a swell period
of years before you, so make the most
of them.
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OR

« « « WHO’S GOT THE STRAWBERRY
(Editor’s Note: This is one of a series of dramas to
end dramas prepared by the English VI class, to be pro¬
duced by Thyrsus)

Weatherby—We were talking about how famous
I’m getting.

(Pointing)

See that funny 1 ooking

car-stop thing over there with a blackboard in it?
Dramatis Personae

Well, there I am.

Fairly plastered all over—

Weatherby, ’37, a lad

(Weatherby stops abruptly, takes one look at

Wilmington,

Wilmington, who has apparently fallen on his

Violins,

36, another lad, no relation

82; Attendants,

57; Waiting maids,

2 for

face, and walks slowly off the stage whistling a
Ditty)

5; miscellaneous children, 'here and ’there.
(Curtain)
ACT I.

- D d d -

(SCENE—The Library steps.

Doors C and R.

Library at R. Tea table with tool kit and type¬
writer, L. and C.
Weatherby is on the steps, frequenting, and biting
his finger nails. (Enter Wilmington).

News Item:
If we put a stop to the hit-and-run driver in
animal cases, we soon will have put an end to the
hit-and-run driver in animal cases.”
We’re with you there, brother.

Wilmington-Felicitations, student.
Weatherby—And to you, scholar.
Wilmington—Your name, comrade?
Weatherby—S.
friends.

S.

Weatherby Arbuthnot,

Wilmington—(also smiling)

to my

(Sardonically)

(No,

cruelly) And you are, to put it simply, of the
class of 1937—a freshman, a neophyte?
Weatherby—(Hesitating, biting his finger nails in¬
termittently) Those are my presumptions. Meta¬
phorically speaking, I—
Wilmington—Then to come to the point, (he peers
at queer headdress that looks like a Christmas
seal) what is that cap doing in your hand?
Weatherby—Doing?

1 can’t imagine.

Wilmington— All right,
(Starting away)

I’ll put it on.

I’ll let you go this time.

Weatherby—(Puzzled) You see, I just took it off
to speak to one of my friends.
Wilmington—(Coming back) One of your friends?
Weatherby—Yes.
friend.

(Flushing perceptibly)

Wilmington—(Becoming interested)
friend.

Oh,

A lady

a lady

Weatherby—Yes, she stopped me here about fifteen
minutes ago.
Wilmington—(a glint in his eye)
ago?

Fifteen minutes

Weatherby—Yes, we had quite a nice chat.
Wilmington—(gasping)

A nice chat . . .

—Penn State Froth.

“Oh, come, come, Colonel!
up or down?”

What shall it be,

October, 1933
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N. R. A. Code for Professors

N. R. A. Code for Students

I promise to obey the following regulations:

I promise to obey the following regulations:
Reg.

University

I—A student shall not crunch peanut brittle

Reg.

1—Every professor shall remember that his is

or chew caramels during the course of a lecture.

not the only class the student is taking, and that

Reg. 2—No student who, at a football game, re¬

the student has four other slave-drivers, and it is

plies to the curt voice in the rear saying “Down in

not a solemn duty of his to assign to the student

Front!” with “G’wan, I’m not built that way!

shall

enough work to occupy fully a seven hour day.

retain a shred of self-respect or decency in the eyes

Reg. 2-Every professor shall remember that there

of the student body.
Paragraph A—After three offenses of this nature,

is a high correlation between good environment and

the student will be branded as incorrigible and ban¬

person neat and in order, and shall comb his hair

ished from further games.

before every class, and not merely before that class

Reg.

where the three Quad Club chorus girls sit in the

3—No student,

or group of students, shall

good scholarship.

He shall strive to keep his own

hound a professor for grades for longer than eight

front row.

minutes after any one class period.

as a professor to wear fifteen-year old hats, black

Reg. 4—The student phrase “Whajadoo this sum¬

string ties, and pajama-like suits.

mer” shall be outlawed until October 15, at which

Reg.

time it might possibly be forgotten.

the best fifty years of his life stooped over a desk

Reg. 5—Any student who admits not having been

with a magnifying glass and an arc-lamp attempt¬

Likewise, he shall not deem it necessary

3—A professor shall not be expected to spend

to Chicago this summer shall be regarded with awe

ing to decipher scrawled and illegible term papers,

and respect instead of wide-eyed surprise and sym¬

or theses typed without a ribbon on the typewriter.

pathy.

Reg. 4—A professor shall not eat mints while de¬

Reg. 6—Any fraternity member who says “We got
the pick of the campus" shall be punished by ob¬
taining bids to all pledge dances.
Reg.

7-Any student who goes to all the pledge

dances and apparently has a good time shall be
used for experimental purposes in the Abnormal
Pyschology classes.
-D d d-

livering a lecture; tell any kind of joke; or make
caustic remarks at embarassed late-comers.
Reg. 5 (For members of the English Department)
—A professor shall not feel it necessary to point
out every obscene classic in English Literature to
his students.
Paragraph One:

This does not apply when the

book may be secured in the library.

To You Washington Wits
To all of you who’ve been the lives of parties,
the wise-crackers of the class-room, and the clowns
of the Quadrangle, we are permitted to make an
astounding offer never before made in this heah
magazine.
For the best joke, gag, wise-crack or amusing
line sent to the office of dear old Dirge this next
month, we will give (as donated by the Life Saver
people) a cellophane wrapped box containing a full
line of Life Savers flavors.
Of course it’s a stunt.

It's good advertising for

the mint with a hole, but we ll also (maybe) get
something funny.

The editors will be the judges

and theah decisions will be final. And furthermore,
we reserve the right to print any of the things sub¬
mitted.
gags.

So come on out with your best original

We mean business.
“Let’s go in here so we’ll be alone.”
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I GO TO A RUSH PARTY
Winthrop Butterfield Twiptz, ’37
Drunken people are staggering all over every¬

you dont mind, not Spawurrffzz.

Then you say I

thing and broken gin bottles are piled up in the

am sorry mister Spawurrffzz then you sit down again

corner and people falling on there faces and talking

until some bodyelse comes along by the name of
Spawurrffzz.

with shushes.

Thats what 1 thought but it wasnt I

guess they had that upstares.

All they had down-

stares was chairs and those big cups with ears like

But besides there not being drunk all the time

I

another good impression is that there so brotherly.

thought now I was at colledge they would be for

In colledge stories I used to read this was always

football but they werent they were for horseshoes

shone by lending neckties but it really isnt so. What

they

give

away at

dog shows

and

contests.

and speedball and other sissy stuff. Thats what you

they really lent was a red bathrobe made like a

do mostly at these parties I found out.

You look

sweater with a grean doubleyou which stands for

at cups with ears and pictures of people on the wall
which are famous.

Washington and stripes on it. They had one of these
which a fellow would ware until he got warm and
then lend it to another fellow until everybody was

I saw shake spear and 1 asked does he belong to
the frat but right then somebody said to me mister

warm. This is a fine spirit and why I like fraternities
is there so brotherly.

Spawurrffzz I want you to meet brother Spawurrf¬
fzz.

Thats what they do two, they say 1 want you

Of course this is not all there is to these rush

to meet brother Spawurrffzz and you ssay I am

parties because some of them are different since you

glad to meet you brother Spawurrffzz and mister

eat lunches and dinners. These are different because

Spawurrffzz then ssays the names Spawurrffzz if

you spend some of the time eating.

—Yale Record.

“The Yale Crew According to the Coach“
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Spaulding has his pin on a tongue-twister: Anastasia

O! HALTER HINCHELL

Schleuter, who bounds about ^X^ebster College ....

(Continued from Page 8)

what happened to Worry-Wart Anderson, Bill? . . •

mann are one of those Pin-Pin-Who’s-Got-The-Pin-

people insist that Mate Marshall has not yet pinned

affairs.

Jinny Seifert, but they are certainly headed in that

While Hunkins was away, the mouse did

play; and Mackfessal was seen pretty constantly

direction .... is it true that the age-old Campbell-

with Art Dunn and Price Reed. The former arrived

Bonsack affair has progressed to the ring stage ....

one night in a state of ungentlemanliness, and he

Bert Kent, the Pfluttering Pfeather, has been seen

doesn’t seem to have recovered the lost ground,

entirely too much in the company of Cris (Check¬

for I hear rumors that his persistent efforts go for

ered) Kenny and JohnCampbell Pape 1 (still mean,

naught.

Reed, although still having trouble with

his Schmidtitus, has put up a very interesting battle.

eh,

dean?) .... Mary Lee Harney was seen this

summer in the company of Bugs Logan, Birmingham

Cliff had a

and God’s gift to women .... Mary Lee and Bugs

date with ^XYe-nee McDermott (ah-ah, Adam!) and
while they were snaffling and dipping in a well-

spent one entire afternoon and the better part of
the evening playing Two-Hearts-That-Beat-As-One

known

stuff ....

Heard a good one on Cliff Powers.

eatery,

one

of

Cliff’s

fraternity brothers

bribed a car-boy to slip a note to Wee-nee.

The

Please, Harold, another question. Doesn t it seem

note made arrangements for a late date that very

like

evening; and while Cliff, all unsuspecting, beetled

should decide to go to Sophie Newcomb College

a

remarkable

coincidence

that

Jane

Davis

his sandwich, Wee-nee was surreptiously informing

(in New Orleans) this fall, just after Woody Lamb

the bro. that she'd meet him in twenty-five minutes!

made up his mind to go to Tulane (in New Orleans)

There was a young lady named Koken

this fall?

To Hillsboro went all a-smokin .

One more pome, sir, and I 11 quit ....

Dick Young, who was there,
Thought he was the snare,

In the spring a young man’s fancy
Turns, and soon he gets quite ants-y.

But Bonsack left all his dreams broken!

So a boy we know (named Powell)

Now that Betty Mara is back in town, interest
in the Joe-Ledbetter v. Jim-Lane bout revives.

Jim

Got, and was he nuts!

And how-ell!

Annie C. had caused this burning

is going to M. 1. T., and carrying Betty’s heart with

Which left our Freddie weak and yearning.

him, but Mara would rather people didn t know

Soon Miss Comfort annexed jewelry

about that last fact.

Stamped ’ Sig Chi

So if you see Betty, tell her

I’ll keep it a secret, will you?

Other people are

and other droolery.

But fancy turns—and turns again, sir;

carrying off girl’s hearts too: Jinny Noel tell me

So the Powell lost his yen fer

that John Gilchrist is going to Harvard.

Annie, she for him.

Who is the tall, handsome brunette who is carry¬

Soon the flame was once more leaping.

ing off the heart of Sara Fiske?
News from here and there:

So Freddie

Quick returned to Chapman, Betty;

Ruth Hicks and Ben

Reese have severed the rivets, and Ruth is now agog
over a new Somebody . . . .Jim Miller s dates auto¬

Comes the autumn; Anne returning
From her summer so concerning,
Again is seen with Fred the Powell.

matically say "Hello, Beasley" when they walk in,

But Fritz with Chapman

and sure enough, there he sits, making eyes at Mary

Is "halcyonic,”

.... Ecoff and Brossard seem to be bouncing from

And Fritz and Anne are

one Pi Phi to another:

Mere “platonic.”

Joce Taylor, M. J. Kerwin,

Came the dawn ....

et al . . . . Elise Datz felt so badly when her Large
Love went out of town permanently that she s not

Yours in treachery,

coming back to school; it would interfere with her

O! Halter Hinchell.

going down to see him .... rumor says that Bob
Hillman planted his pin on a Jeff.

City wench this

- d d D -

summer .... Joce Taylor (see above) has a new
trailer: a Kappa Sig from Minneapolis. . . . Betty

Dumb:

Carlisle is involved with a Heart-Splutterer named

Dora:

"These beans are fresh.
"Then slap them in the pan.

Jacoby .... Hear that Frank Davis had quite a nice
little

flirtation

in

Paragould,

this

summer ....

- D d d -

what’s all this I hear about Milton Mill and Peg
Sample; do tell! .... Norma Ossing is said to have
collected a Phi Delt pin from Westminster.

What’s

the matter with the home-town variety? .... Bill

Ryan: “I’m forgetting women.”
Ross: “So am I. I’m for getting a couple as soon
as possible.
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Bicycles Again!
(Continued from page 11)

waned, a bicycle became a rare sight.

This falling

off of popularity was but a natural consequence of
poor mechanics, as the rider was seated so far be¬
hind his work that his muscles were at a disadvan¬
tage.

His pedal push was almost straight forward,

and nearly horizontal, and besides its ineffciency
it made him look like a blooming ass.
A new type of bicycle, the Columbia "Ordinary,”
had meanwhile become quite popular, and appar¬
ently deservedly so.

It likewise was an American

product, devised by Col. A. A. Pope in 1855, and
had the outstanding advantage of placing the rider
above his work.

To do this Col. Pope felt it neces¬

sary to make the front wheel very large and the
rear wheel a mere pin-head in comparison.

It is

this kind of bicycle which is most closely associated
in the modern mind with what bicycles used to be.
But Col. Pope added further refinements, among
them being bearings, spoked wheels, rubber tires
and rubber pedals.

Popularity increased by leaps

—Columbia Jester.

“Control yourself, lady, this ain’t no hayride for
me neither.”

and bounds (the roads were very rough) and riding
clubs were formed.

The national association

of

these clubs, which went under the name of the
League of American Wheelmen, got to be a real
power in national affairs—its lobby in Washington
promoted legislation resulting in improved roads.
But the “Ordinary” with its gigantic front wheel

called the “grasshopper,” and the rider was able
to hop over the obstruction with the front wheel
and then bump over it with the huge rear one.

If

this maneuver was faultily executed and the steed
toppled over backwards the agile rider had only

caused far too many casualties, for even small ob¬

to slide off to a happy landing.

structions were likely to pitch the rider “over the

In those days, that was a contradiction in terms.

top

for a nose-dive and a subsequent three-joint

landing.

This being before the era of the face-sur¬

geon, the results were often disastrous.

The unagile rider?

The English next contributed their bit to the bi¬
cycle's development, and introduced “safety bikes”
in 1855.

What they had done was to slice off a

So a master-mind of 1880 conceived the bright

portion of the perimeter of the big wheel and tack

idea of “turning the bicycle inside out”—that is,

it on the small wheel, thus making them almost the

he put the small wheel up front.

came size.

His bicycle was

Improvements
rapid.

from

then

on

were

many

In 1887 a chain-drive was first utilized.

and
In

I 889 a plaything for the weaker sex was marketed,
under the name Victoria lady’s bicycle.

And 1996,

midway in the gay Nineties, came the final triumph
of the art, the tandem.

The woman rode in front,

and the man was the power-house and back-seat
driver.
Soon thereafter dry-rot and decay set in, and
until the recent revival the number of followers of
this fine sport was distressingly small.

Now, how¬

ever, the old guard of the cycling crew, jealous of
the high standards of this ancient profession, may
be heard to growl that the number of followers
of this fine sport is distressingly large.
But we’ve heard no kick from the bicycle manu¬
facturers.

“Dirty work at the crossroads.”

—Stokely Westcott.
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"Jove! There’s my cousin Finnly, twice removed."
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CAMPUS COMMENT
(Continued from page 10)

ing their pledge-ship is, to us, the
heights

of

freshmen

asininicy.
are

The

already

poor

burdened

down with unaccustomed school
work and pledge duties and yet
are forced to enter three extra¬
curricular activities for no particu¬
lar reason except that it gives the
organization another vote for an¬
other position.

Why not find out

each

strong

pledge’s

point

or

points in activities and let him
confine himself to that alone?
Incidentally,
chief

gripes

one of our own

is

that

oodles

of

bright young things sell this thing
around

the

campus

for

four

DIRGE

weariness of rushing?

Rush Week

And socko!

cation

new to

the campus will

is one of the silliest times of the

make its first appearance.

college year.

be but a few pages long and sim¬

Crammed into the

It will

space of a few days are number¬

ple in makeup but it will be an

less parties and

of new

honest effort at a magazine which

faces. In these few days the fresh¬

our own entirely fails to approach.

man selects his companions for

We

years.

brother nor are we sorry for it.

scores

We hereby make a motion

aren’t

envious

of

the

new

that no one will pay any attention

We have our own functions and

to. We move that deferred pledg¬

it will presumably have others. Its

ing be instituted at this gre-e-eat

contents,

university.

toons,

Deferred

pledging

instead

of

puns,

car¬

half-baked editorials and

with its whole semester of leisure¬

smatterings

ly parties and numerous chances

student attempts at serious prose

of

scandal,

will

be

to look over all the fraternities

and verse.

and sororities would be a boon to

sarily rather low and we think we

both

the

organization

and

the

rushee ....

attain
tain

A New Magazine

They sell no

Our ideals are neces¬

them.

Its

ideals

will be

rather high and we hope they at¬
them.

Anyway, good luck,

literary magazine, and lots of sub¬

months and then become initia¬
ted.
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In a few weeks a literary publi¬

scribers.

more Dirges for love, money, or
pleadings on bended knee.

“Guide To Greeks”
Dirge sets an all-time record
this

year

by

leaving

out

the

Guide to Greeks” for the second
consecutive time. This dainty twopage

spread

embellished

with

crests and nasty cracks at all the
sororities and fraternities did little
more than occupy space.

Its high-

points in humor were the state¬
ments that the Phi Delts met all
the boys from Arkansas with a
pledge pin and a pair of shoes at
Union Station,
Phis,

and

Kappas,

and

that the Pi
Thetas each

pledged all the girls that the other
two sororities passed up.

Fast Rushing
By the time you freshmen read
this, or at least by the time this
is printed, you will all have be¬
come

members

clubs.

On what, we ask, did you

of

base your selection?

Greek letter
Friendships,

—Penn State Froth

“Now, I remember what he called me.”

glib talking, nice parties, or plain

Sign in Barber Shop:

of the Dept, of Charente Inferieure.

"Hair cut while you wait.”

ville, Trouville, Biarritz and other resorts.

-D d dLA ROCHELLE, France, Aug. 8.-French bathing
beaches

are

’theaters

of

prodigious

The Bishop

expressed himself as appalled by nudism at Deau¬

indecency,”

Bishop Curien said today in a letter to the diocese

We’ve noticed something of the same thing local¬
ly.

But we think the word that best describes our

reaction is ’’palled.”

Washington
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Walter Winchell says that statistics reveal that
the average chorus girl is 5 ft. 3, weighs 1 1 4, and
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Justinian, the famed Roman law-maker, would
writhe in his grave-vault if he knew that in America
today it was possible for a man pleading bankruptcy

has a 24-inch waist.
Figures reveal substantially the same thing.

in the courts to list a $200 automobile, mortgaged
for $250, as an “asset.”

But it is.

- d d D - D d D -

Aimee Semple McPherson states “1 am not on a

What a Woman!

vaudeville tour.”

Baylor University boasts of a co-ed with an extra¬

Thanks for telling us.

ordinary constitution.

- D D D ——-

She can disjoint both her

hips and her arms, has doubled knees, is knockCHEVALIER'S NEXT CONTRACT
WILL SET LIMIT ON KISSES
p-ri!

,

i•

•.

headline.

They re the limit now.

need, has an eye in which the muscle is paralyzed,
is minus a rib, has a cracked skull, and has one toe
cut off.
Boasts?

- d d D -

"You dirty little squealer, you're a rotten, lowdown, corrupt, foul, imbecihc, knock-kneed, pigeonnecked,

bull-bellied,

slew-footed,

rancorous,

galling,

-

SEEKS TO MAKE U. S. ASYLUM
FOR THE OPPRESSED ABROAD
—headline.

toed, rattle-brained, pig-headed, two-faced, giraffe¬
black-browed,

-squib-

- D D D

evil-minded,
churlish,

cold¬

Fine, but what about the oppressed at home?

blooded, hard-hearted, brutish, fiendlike, sanguin¬

- D D D -

ary, spavined, leprous, mangy, cankered, palsied,
paralytic,

noxious,

mephitic,

pestilential,

weak-

The sun trickled lightly through cypress leaves
into the crystal pool.

minded inane addlehead!

Odysseus awoke, wiped the

salt water from his eyes,

“Say, what did you call me?

and peered cautiously

around a bush. There, in the speckled light, stooped
Nausicaa, her lithe body bending to and fro as she

- d d D -

dipped her linens into the limpid waters.
To Doctor Samuel Johnson’s assertion that

no

man but a blockhead ever wrote except for money,
we would add that a man’s writing for money is no
proof he is no blockhead.

Eh, Brisbane?

- d d D -

CRIMINAL NEGLIGENCE
or did captain, a small excursion
or did captain a small excursion
boat on the Volga river, which sank
recently with the loss of 98 lives,
is to be shot for allowing his boat
to be over-crowded.
Criminal negligence is right.
—Item in newspaper.
- D D D-

"WINGIE” COX, OF
"CUCKOO” GANG
DIES OF WOUND
He Had Been Shot on Two Previous
Occasions and Had Been
Arrested 300 Times
headline.

—

Which gives hoodlumism a batting
average of .333 and the court system
one of .000.

Her rosy

figure was like a nude Aphrodite, chiselled in pink
marble.

For some minutes The Wanderer sat spell¬

bound, his eyes rivetted to the swaying body. Then
he loosed his tongue, for he could no longer hold
his peace.
“Gad!” he hissed, “double-jointed!
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“I love you,” said she.
“I

HALLCROSS
ERVICE
A TISFIES

5

love you too,” said

he

politely.
—Phoenix.

- D D D -The

greatest

problem

confronting

College

boys

today

is being seen at a dance with the kind of a girl they would
want to see home afterwards.

PRINTING
STATIONERY

—Exchange.

- D D D The

modern

maid

Like her Grecian sister
Sits up and

1822 Locust St.

CEntral 3755

Listen to a lyre all night.
-Ski-U-Mah.
- D D D -

Why I Don’t Like the Fellows
in Other Fraternities

Hints to Coeds on Date
Don’t ask
probably

him

has

what

want to defame a
Don’t tell
stand you.
Don’t

he thinks

his own

of your roommate.

ideas on that subject and

He

doesn’t

Their stubbornness.

girl’s character anyhow.

Their obstentatious charity.

him that the girls at the house don’t under¬

Their

He doesn’t either, and doesn’t care.

tell

him

about

the

helluva

missed by not going to the Tappa

good

time

Keg brawl.

that

he

make

isn’t driving

cracks

Their partiality to friends.
Their high

about

his

driving.

Remember,

Why I Like the Fellows
In My Fraternity

It will facilitate

matters.
Don’t

plaster

up

with

lip-stick

before

the

ability.

he

because he wants to.

If and when he parks, take off your hat.

self-seeking.

Their rashness.

He had a

better time somewhere else.
Don’t

inordinate

Their detestable hypocrisy.

fight.

No

Their determination.

matter how kiss-proof it may be, it will still come off on

Their lavish generosity.

his shirt.

Their high

The shirt probably isn't his anyhow.

If he takes a shot, don’t go into a long-winded discussion
about what it did to a friend of yours.

He probably needs

Their impulsiveness.

it if he’s out with you.

Their partiality to friends.

Don’t make him do all of the work.
ment will

go a

ambitions.

Their charming politeness.

A little encourage¬

Their

high

ability.
—Old Line.

long way toward another date.

And, above all,

- D D D -

DON’T.
—Exchange.

The Physical Experiment

- D D D ELEMENT:

Opinion

Woman.

OCCURRENCE;

Found

wherever

man

exists.

Seldom

in the free state, with few exceptions in the combined state.
In the august
contribution,
pondent

New York Times appeared the following

translated

from

the

by

French

a
of

wide-awake
a

Times

Neuchatel

corres¬

(Switzerland)

schoolboy:

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
ages.

Usually

a film of composite material.
freeze

An Opinion About the Cow—The cow is a mammal and
tamed;

she has six sides, right, left, front, back, top and

bottom.

At the back end, there is a tail from which hangs

All colors, sizes, shapes, and

in disguised condition.

at

treated.

any

moment;

Face covered with

Boohoos at nothing and may

however,

melts

when

properly

Very bitter if not well used.

CHEMICAL

PROPERTIES:

Very

active,

possesses

a

great affinity for gold, silver, platinum, precious stones, or

a plume with which she drives off the flies so they cannot

anything of value. Violent reaction when left alone. Ability

fall in the milk.

to

and

that

the

The head has for its aim to have horns

mouth

can

there for horning, the

be

somewhere.

The

mouth for chewing

horns

a cud.

are

Under

absorb

spirits

solution.

the cow hangs the milk and it is arranged to be milked.

green

When people milk, the milk comes and there is never an

Ages very

end to the reserve.

I have never learned how

she makes

more and more milk.
The cow has a good odor, one can smell
away;

food

when

mammal.

The mister cow is called a beef;
The

cow does

not

eat

much,

but

at

Sometimes

placed

rapidly,

larged state.
CAUTION:
hands.

besides

any

time.

yields
a

more

usually getting

to

pressure.

handsome

she

by

into

Turns

specimen.

permanently

Highly

explosive

when

in

en¬

unexperienced
-Exchange.

D D D

he is not
what

eats, she eats it twice, that is why she has always enough.

“Is the doctor in?"
“No, he went out for lunch."

When she is hungry she chews a cud and when she does

“Will

not say anything, that is that her stomach is full of food.

“No, that’s what he went out after.”

he be in

after lunch?”

—Times.

Be a

Undissolved

Fresh variety has great magnetic attraction.

it is for this reason that there is fresh air out in

the country.
a

her from far

expensive

liquids, but activity greatly stimulated when treated with

man—tell them to their face you saw their

—Phoenix.
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ad.
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University

The Squilla
The Squilla, beast of evil omen,
Respires through gills on its abdomen.
He feeds on shells and powdered borax
And has a nasty cephalothorax.
This sessile-eyed stomatopod
Will haunt you in your dreams, by God.

Gargoyle.

—

- D D D -

Fate
My cup

is bitter!

Fate

unkind! !

is

Fate!

Fate!

Fate!

Fate!

Fate!

Fate!

Team!

Fate!

Team!

Team!

-Ohio Sun Dial.

to tliis picture

D D D

Life Savers, Inc., will pay S10 for the most
humorous title to this picture. $5 second
prize. And for the next 25 most humorous
titles, 25 prizes of a box of Life Savers will be
given. In the event of a tie, duplicate prizes
will be awarded.

“Number, plee-oz?”
“University fifty-sixsh
“That’s the
“Yeah.

hunnert and oh-oh.”

number you

are

calling

from,

sir."

Wanna give myself a fight talk."

-D D D M wonder if we can squeeze in that car?”
‘Why

not wait

until

we

get

1L

Write your title on the inside of the Life
Savers wrapper or on a hand drawn facsimile and mail to Contest Dept.. Life Savers,
Inc., Port Chester, N. Y. This contest is open
to college students everywhere. Entries must
be postmarked on or before December 1st.

—Harvard Lampoon.

CAND »
WITH

home.'

-Penn State Froth.
First

- D D D -

Father:

“What,

thought you said
Second

“I’d like to buy a pair of garters.”
I

son

is

an

undertaker?

I

Father:

“No,

I

said

he

followed

the

medical

profession.”

“Single or double grip?"
“Doesn’t matter.

your

he was a doctor.”

Exchange.

—

want to make a sling shot.”

—Harvard Lampoon.*

- D D D-

D D D
Little
One:

“May

“No darling.

I

sit on your

lap,

Daddy?”

Daddy’s tired—he’s had a hard day

at the office.”

Two:

“Yes.”

One:

“What do you do when you have one?”

Two:

Edith:

Papa:

“Did you say you are subject to fits?”

“Oh, just walk

back

Pathfinder.

—

- D D D -

and froth.”

—Cornell Widow.
Stewed:

-D D D-

“Gee, that punch tastes good—but them damn

fish get in your way.”

-Punch Bowl.
Wanted:

Burly

in sorority houses.

beauty-proof individual

to

read

meters

-D D D

We haven’t made a nickel in two years.

—The Gas Co.

-Yowl.
D D D

“My brudder slapped
“Yeah?

Well,

“Geeze,

I

I’d

Capone!”

like t’ meet him.”

wouldn’t wanta

dig

him

up fer

dat.”

Orphan.

—

“Boy, oh boy!

That was some blond with you last night.

- D D D-

Where did you get her?”
“Dunno.

I just opened my billfold and there she was.”

—Punch Bowl.

“I didn’t raise my daughter to be fiddled with,” said the
cat as she rescued her offspring from the violin factory.

-D D D -

—Sour Owl.
-D D D-

One:

“Mister, what

makes the

leaves turn

red

in the
“Joe, you carry the baby and let me have the eggs.

fall ?”
Other:

“They

are

blushing

to

think

how

green

they

You

might drop them.”

—The Log.

had been all summer, sir.”

Exchange.

-- D D D -

—

D D D
“When I don’t want a man’s attention and he asks where
“Girls

are just like street cars—there’s always another

“Splendid:

coming along."
“Yes,

and

they’re

I live, I say, ‘in the dorm.’ ”

always

faster

after

midnight.”

And where do you really live, Miss Fogg?”

“In the dorm,

Mr. Jaeger.”

•—Ohio Green Goat.
Don’t be proud—tell them where you saw it.

—Drexel “Drexerd”
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Washington

DIRGE

“Are you positive that the defendant was drunk?” asked

University

“What was

the judge.

October, 1933

her pantomime

“I couldn’t see it;

like?”

I sat in the second balcony.”

“No doubt,” growled the officer.

—Cornell Widow.

“Why are you so certain?”

- D D D -

“Well,” replied the officer, “I

saw him

put a penny

in

the patrol box on Fourth street, then look up at the clock

“That guy is a Civil

on

“Aw, you can’t kid me, an engineer can’t be civil.”

the

Presbyterian

church

and

shout:

‘Gawd,

I’ve

lost

Engineer.”

fourteen pounds!”

—The Log.
—Lehigh Burr.

- D D D -

- D D D We found out what they mean
“Didn’t you
“No

sir,

have

a

it was

I.

“Extraordinary

brother
I’m

in

this course

taking

resemblance,

it

last year?”

by college bread.

It is

a combination of a wad of dough, plenty of crust, and a

over again.”

lot of crumbs bunched together for a good loaf.

though—extraordinary!”

Puppet.

—

—Yowl.

- D D D-

- D D DUnattached:
Second

Correction

“Stag tonight?”

Same:

“Yes.

I

Through an oversight on the part of two editors, a busi¬

haven’t any doe.”

ness manager, a circulation

—Red Cat.

manager, seven

copyreaders,

and a linotype operator, it was erroneously stated in Tues¬

- D D D -

day’s issue of the News that the subject of a talk by Dr.
Drunk

(to

bartender):

Second Drunk:

“Hey,

gimme

a

horse’s

neck.”

“I’ll have a horse’s tail—no use killing

.

Raschen

at

“Goethe:

the Artist and the

the

last

meeting

speak on that subject.

two horses.

of

the

Man.”

German

Dr.

be along soon, sir—the cook

hasn’t

killed

it yet,

—Pitt Panther.

“So you’ve been to college, eh?”
“Yeah.”
“How high can ye count?”

in some nasty blows.”

—Penn State Froth.

“One, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten,
jack, queen, king.”

- D D D -

—

Fond Mother:
Say good

Mrs. Jones in

Algebra, dear.”

Whirlwind.

■—

“Have you got your notes written on your handkerchief?”
“Yes.”

- D D D -

“And

Specialist:

self—there’s
Patient:

have

you

the

textbook

concealed

in

your

hat?”

“Yes.”

No Personality
Mental

Yellow Jacket.

- D D D -

“Yes, Jane is taking French and Algebra.

morning to

not

- D D D -

“Hey, whereinell’s that chicken I ordered an hour ago?”
“It’ll

was

He spoke on “Goethe.”

—Penn Slade Froth.
- D D D-

but she’s getting

Club

Raschen did

“And that habit of talking to your¬

nothing to worry about that.”

“Perhaps not, but I’m such a damn bore.

“And

did

you

make

arrangements

to

sit

behind

Fred

where you could see his paper?”
“Yes.”
“Alright—let’s go on to the ethics final.”

—Notre Dame Juggler.
-D D D Not drunk
Who
Can

on

is

he
Pullman

his feet

maintain

posture

Over-Zealcus

Nice and neat.
But

drunk

is

Conductor:

“Boy, what’s the

idea

of the

red

lantern on that berth?”

thirteen

he

it

Porter:

says—always

“Look
hang

here,
a

boss.

red

Here

lantern,

in

rule

when

the

rear of a sleeper is exposed.”

Who’s so inclined

Exchange.

—

To rest upon
-D D D-

The floor, reclined.

—Cornell Widow.
She came to her husband in tears and managed to say:

- D D D-

“Y-y-y your m-mother has in-suited
“I

fainted.

They

brought

me to.

So

I

fainted

again.”

After calming her, he exclaimed:

me.”
“How could she? She’s

in Chicago!”

“Why?”

“Well, she

“Well, they brought me two more.

Aggricvator.

—

is,

but today a

letter came

to you

in

her

handwriting so I opened it and-”
“Yes,” sternly.

- D D D -

“An-and she wrote this at the

b-b-bottom, ‘Dear

Mary,

be sure to show this to George.' ”

Tragedy

Owl.

—

Ben be nimble

-D D D-

Ben be quick
Ben fall over the candlestick
Ben

A sailor is usually a man who

burnie.

has the same thing on

his mind that he has on his chest.

—Orange Peel.
Express your individuality—tell the advertiser you saw his

Phoenix.

—

DIRGE ad.
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Popularity

Contest!!

THE WINN AH!

Wltli tins announcement
comes

the

first

rumblings

of a searcli to discover tlie
most

popular

girl

m

tlie

Freshman class.

Tliis l,„l-

den

concealed

marvel

somewhere

is

amongst

class of ’37.

But we shall

track

her

down

close

her

identity

world.

the

How?

and
to

you

dis¬
the
may

ask.

Whom shall it be?

It is planned to have each
sorority

ent women s organizations

and the independ¬

as well nominate two of their freshmen

members, two whom they think would best fulfill the requirements
of

most popular .

W ith these two words goes not only beauty hut

brains, personality, and other things too well known to mention h ere.
The voting will he done by the men students ol all four classes.
There wi 11 he no judges hut us, and the vote will he
one, details ol which are now being worked
So we as k each individual woman s

11

||

he

out.

organization to he looking

over their frosh members critically, co Idly,
we ’ll

a general

and

calculatmgly, and

around to see you soon.

11

11

0^ 0^
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